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MÉRIDA RETIREMENT TOURS
When I was researching living in Mérida, I conducted
countless internet searches and joined many expat
Facebook groups. However, I was frustrated by the lack of
reliable information and resources.
After I moved to Mérida, I found the same.
Someone would ask a question in a Facebook expat
group and receive conflicting advice or just plain bad
advice. Google didn’t help either. My priority wasn’t about
where to eat or what ruins to visit.
My priority was to learn what it took to live in Mérida; the
daily ins and outs. Yet, I couldn’t find the answers I
desparately searched for.
When you’re researching a new place to live, this doesn’t
bring much comfort…
Not wanting others to feel the same way, I started
LifeinMerida.com to provide answers to all kinds of
questions including helpful recommendations.
I dedicated countless hours investigating, experiencing
and researching how to answer all these questions &
more. I made it my mission to become the expat expert.
As of March 1, 2022, I've published almost 100 articles
about Mérida and been interviewed numerous times.
However, over time and with more investigation, I noticed
another very unique problem.
It’s one thing to tell people the answers. It’s quite another
thing to help them in person. I noticed people asked the
same questions over and over. They would get answers
(lots of different answers) but . . .
Sometimes you just need someone to show you how to
do something rather than tell you how to do something.
Therefore, we launched Mérida Retirement Tours in 2021
to give people first hand knowledge; a "boots on the
ground" type of experience.
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Mérida Retirement Tours is now an integral part of Life in
Mérida. We offer full service retirement and tours. We are
happy to take special requests based on our guests
needs and wants.
We don't tell you how to live here, we show you how to do
it. Save time, money and frustration with our fast-track
program.
Consider these important factors for expat life:
1) Lower cost of living
– including rent or mortgage, insurance, medical
expenses including medicine, food, etc.
2) Better quality of life
– you'll find a slower pace and connect with other great
people including locals and expats in Mérida
3) Family or friendship responsibilities
– make a plan to stay in regular touch via phone and
video calls
4) Retirement or pre-retirement options
– no matter what phase of life you are in, there are
options for working, living and retiring
5) Invigorating feeling of another life
– a new location, a new life, a new beginning
These items help you become clear on what you want to
achieve.
Let us help you make your dream of retiring in
come true - sooner rather than later. We help you
phases including planning, packing, moving,
settled, doctor referrals, and everything you need
a new life.
We look forward to meeting you!

Amy Jones & Angel Rodriguez

Mérida
with all
getting
to start
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Expert Tour Guide: Amy Jones
Amy moved to Mérida from Dallas, Texas in 2019.
During her extensive real estate career in Dallas, Amy had the unique opportunity to represent
properties internationally. She worked at Bahia Principe in the initial launch of their golf course
project in the Riviera Maya. This is where she fell in love with the culture, the lifestyle and the
people of Mexico.
Amy states, “I knew eventually I would end up living in Mexico. I just had to wait for the right time
and find the right location. I became burned out in my real estate career shortly after moving back
to Dallas. I experienced a simpler way of life in Mexico and I wanted more of that. I began a
packing, moving, and organizing business in 2010. My main clients were getting ready to retire or
retired. I created a structured plan for their move and, step by step, helped them along the way. I
also saw some of them wait to live their dream of moving abroad. Then a health problem or death of
a spouse prohibited them from moving. I knew I didn't want that to happen to me or my dad who
wanted to move to Costa Rica. After my research trip in September of 2019, I moved to Mérida by
the end of the year. Then, my dad moved to Costa Rica in April of 2022. Our dreams finally came
true!"
“Yucatecos are very similar to Texans – proud of their state and their culture. I think that’s one of
the reasons why I feel so comfortable here. Mérida has become my heart, the people have become
my family and I know I am right where I am supposed to be,” she says.
Amy brings over 30 years' experience to Mérida Retirement Tours.
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Expert Tour Guide: Angel Rodriguez
Angel moved to Mérida from Tabasco in 1994.
He's had the unique opportunity to experience working in a variety of food service
establishments since 2007. Working alongside his siblings at El Colon Ice Cream Shop on
Paseo de Montejo, he quickly realized the relationship between the owners and customers
and employees.
He says, “We were all treated like family. That is the relationship we developed over time;
supporting each other and sharing our stories of life’s triumphs and tragedies.”
This became Rodriguez’ foundation for customer service. He knows making clients feel like
they are part of a family is the secret to an organization’s success.
It is Angel’s intention to make our clients feel like a great family bringing experiences to
share with overflowing joy for each member.
Nothing brings him more happiness and joy than connecting with a wonderful meal - one of
the reasons why we always share a meal with our experience guests. Between tears and
laughter, all sharing a bit of life and enjoying the company of loved ones called family.
Angel brings 16 years' experience to Mérida Retirment Tours.
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One of our main commitments to our guests is to set and
manage expectations. We do everything we can to set
reasonable expectations, especially for special requests.
Additionally, it is our policy to tell our guests up front about
realistic timing. The purpose of our tours is to provide
information and resources for our guests to make
educated decisions.
It is imperative not to rush through important details.
While Mérida seems small, transportation here can take
longer than expected. For example, from Centro to North
Mérida it is only 5 miles. But, it will take approximately 20
minutes with no traffic to get from Santa Lucia Park in
Centro to Costco in North Mérida.
For planning purposes, 25 to 30 minutes is more
reasonable. If there is inclement weather, add another 10
to 15 minutes.
During the shopping portion of the tours, if assistance is
needed in the shop, it can take a few minutes up to ½
hour depending upon the number of customers and the
number of sales staff.
We give guests the reference of the time before the
internet: life is a slower pace, people don’t use email,
callers do not leave a voice message. At times, it takes
several calls for someone to answer the phone.
Establishment times posted on the internet (Google), at
times, are not up to date. While you will experience a
better quality of life, there are things that are neither
convenient nor efficient.
However, you will soon learn to love slowing down and
the joy it brings every day.
We can help you with any and all referals and
recommendations from professionals to restaurants!
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GENERAL TOUR INFORMATION:
Daily hours: 10:00 am pick up – 4:30 pm drop
off
During our research, trial runs, and feedback
from our guests, 6 to 6.5 hours was the limit
for tour hours due to the vast amount of
information provided each day.
Cultural differences, climate change and
weather conditions have an affect on
everyone, both mentally and physicaly, even
the most seasoned expats.
We are also conscientious of your investment
of energy and time and offer additional hours
each day up to 8:00 pm for an additional
charge.
INCLUDED IN THE RATE:
Expert Guided Tours with a local & an expat
Daily Transportation (tour hours only)
Lunch at a Gastronomic Destination
Light Snacks & Bottled Water
PLUS YOU ALSO RECEIVE:
Learn About Mérida: The Ultimate Guidebook
Living Essentials Package
Welcome to Mérida Gift Bag
Local specials and discounts card
Value $300+ US
RECOMMENDATIONS:
For hotels, restaurants, real estate information, &
more CLICK HERE.
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We recommend starting with a consultation call (2
hours for $40 US) to discuss needs, wants, and
interests. For those on a research trip, we
suggest a 3 to 5 day itinerary. This will give you a
good overview with valuable insights into what is
needed to prepare, move, and begin your new life
in Mérida. Each day we add Living Essentials
information
ITINERARY OPTIONS
10:00am pick up / 4:30pm drop off
Available Tours:
City Orientation & Neighborhoods
Grocery Stores, Markets & Mercados
Hospitals & Pharmacies
Shopping & Malls
Gastronomy
Architecture, Churches & Arches
Art Galleries & Private Art Studios
Monuments & Sculptures
Haciendas & Museums
Beaches
Professional Appointments:
Banking
Insurance
Immigration
Real Estate
Dental
General Doctor or Specialist
Other Professional as Requested
Day Outings, Overnight Stays, Weekend Trips:
Inquire for more information
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DAILY FEE FOR ONE PERSON: $225
EACH ADDITIONAL PERSON ADD: $125
EACH ADDITIONAL HOUR AFTER 4:30 PM: $50
Payment Information:
All payments are made in U.S. dollars.
50% deposit required to hold reservation date.
Balance due 14 days prior to reservation date.
For reservations with less than 7 days’ advance
notice, payment in full is required.
Reservations are not guaranteed until deposit or
payment in full is received.
A link will be emailed to you for payment via US
PayPal. *This is the MOST secure transaction type for
you.
Cancellation Policy:
For cancellations with 14 days’ advance notice, you
will receive a full refund less a 10% credit card
processing and return fee.
OR your payment can be credited to another
experience date in the future no longer than one year
after your original reservation date.
For cancellations with less than 14 days’ advance
notice up to 72 hours prior to your reservation date,
your payment will be credited as outlined above.
No credit is given for cancellations with less than 72
hours’ notice or for “no shows”.
Masks are required inside all establishments and when
getting up to go to the restroom.
If you are getting an Uber, we suggest no later than 9:30
pm to 10:00 pm, at the latest. After 10:00 pm, it can be
hard to get an Uber. Many drivers will accept and then
cancel during this time. Waiting time can be as little as 4
minutes up to 30 minutes during this time. We will provide
additional ride platform information during your tour.
Be sure to inquire in advance for current COVID
restrictions, money exchange, cell phone rental, etc.
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In preparation for your trip, we recommend the
following:
1) Make a list of items you would consider replacing such
as furniture, mattresses, linens, kitchen appliances, cars,
etc.
2) Make a list of items that you absolutely-under-nocircumstances can leave behind (heirlooms, art, books,
photos, etc).
3) Make a list of prescritpion medications so that you can
check pricing and availability. This will help with your
budget in the event you have to return back to your home
country for medication.
4) Here is my packing list as well as access to my packing
essentials information.
5) If you are considering importing your car, here's a great
article for the basics. If you decide to purchase a car in
Mérida, ensure you purchase a car with Yucatan state
plates. Purchasing a car with out of state plates can cause
unnecessary problems.
6) You'll find both furnished and unfurnished rentals and
houses for sale. I always recommend renting for a year
before purchasing. Of course, this is a personal decision.
However, you will still need to determine if you will be
bringing furniture and items from your home country or
not.
7) Let us know of any medical conditions or allergies.
Please check with your insurance company for your
benefits while traveling.
8) You may want to purchase travel insurance. We are
working on an agreement with a travel insurance partner.
Please inquire if you are interested.

FAQ'S & TIPS

MÉRIDA
1) How much money should I bring when visiting
Mérida?
Mérida is a heavy cash destination. When purchasing
items in retail stores, for restaurants or larger shops,
accommodations, you can use a credit card. For
street vendors, artisans, and local shops, cash is king.
Plan for about $500 USD in cash and use a credit
card for the rest. I usually order pesos from my bank
before leaving the US however banks or casas de
cambio here will exchange your currency. Have your
passport in hand. Each bank will have a limit on how
much you can exchange.
2) What is the main form of communication?
WhatsApp is probably number one and FB
Messenger is popular too. Download the WhatsApp
app and be sure you enter the correct digits to contact
someone locally from a foreign phone number. It will
look like this: +52 then the number you are calling (be
sure to add the +)
3) Be aware when you use an ATM:
When withdrawing currency from an ATM, it will ask
you if you accept the currency exchange. ALWAYS
say NO. This is a way for the bank to make a little
extra money. By choosing NO you will have the
current currency conversion. Most ATM's have a daily
limit of $5,000 pesos (or about $250 USD).
4) Customs Information:
Upon arrival into customs, make sure the customs
official stamps your FMM form. If you cannot read the
number of days you have been alloted, be sure to ask
them at the time. Be aware that 180 days for visitors is
not guaranteed at this time.
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5) Important Apps to have during your visit (we
cover these in our Living Essentials Package):
WhatsApp - use for standard texting
Google Translate - helps with communication
Rappi - delivery service for just about anything
Uber, DiDi or InDriver - transportation
Duo Lingo - for conversational Spanish
Waze - for directions, road closures and up to
date traffic info
Wise - check daily exchange rates (also good for
transferring money from foreign banks into your
Mexican bank)
6) Does Mérida have fast and/or reliable internet?
The answer is both yes and no. It will completely
depend upon where you are. I would say to expect
fast and/or reliable internet that is available in the U.S.
can be an unreasonable expectation. Be sure and ask
your hotel or Airbnb host this important question. I
have the fastest, most reliable service in Mérida and I
still experience problems at times, especially when it
is super windy or rainy.
7) Google Search and Trip Advisor
These are the BEST ways to find what you are
looking for BUT I highly recommend calling in
advance before setting out to visit your desired
location. Many locations do not update their hours.
Before you spend time and money (and frustration),
double check to make sure they are open first.
8) Notify Credit Card Companies & Banks in
Advance
This may seem like common sense however it is one
of the most overlooked things to do in preparation for
your trip. Let them know where you are going and
how long you will be gone. Visa & Mastercard are
widely accepted with American Express accepted only
at a few locations. Discover is not accepted in Mexico.

ESSENTIAL ITEMS
PACKING LIST
CROSS BODY
BAG/PURSE
safety first
Having a small, comfortable
cross body bag is helpful as
well as for safety. Wear this &
carry a separate bag with EDC.

EVERY DAY
CARRY - EDC

SWIM
SUITS

UNDER
GARMENTS

LIGHTWEIGHT
TOPS

don't leave home without it

whether you swim or not

lots of them

layering is a must

Useful items to carry with you
every day to help you be

You may find wearing a swim

You will sweat, sweat, sweat

Pack lightweight tops for

suit is more comfortable in

especially in hot summers.

layering. Rapid temperature

prepared for weather, insects,
sudden cold, sun or rain.
*list available HERE

the hot sun. Prepare for a

Bring excess underwear, bras,

changes from extreme heat

unexpected trip to a cenote or

& other undergarments so you

outside to extreme cold inside

a spa. Bring at least 2.

can change frequently.

is hard on our system.

SHORTS OR
SKIRTS

LONG
PANTS

JACKET OR
PASHMINA

BEACH
TOWELS

be cool on bottom

dressing up

layering essentials

For great coffee and company

Feeling the breeze on your

Mérida is a cultural &

Mérida can get cool in the

Many Airbnbs don't provide

legs will help you stay cool,

gastronomic destination. You

evenings. Having a jacket or

beach towels. Choose a

calm & collected. Being

may want to dress up for a

pashmina with you at all

lightweight, quick-dry style

comfortable is the number

nice restaurant or the

times ensures you won't get a

that absorbs moisture - think

one priority!

symphony.

chill.

mirofiber.

SANDALS &
CLOSED TOED

CASH IN
PESOS

SCRIPS FROM
YOUR DOC

MULTI-USE
MESH BAG

comfortable shoes are vital

cash is king

cheaper prices are possible

miscellaneous purposes

Sidewalks can be treacherous.

Order some pesos from your

A plethora of pharmacies will

From dirty laundry to

You may find closed toed

bank to have when you arrive.

fill your scrips with cheaper

protecting shoes or delicate

shoes suit you better for

Mérida is a heavy cash society.

prices and same day service.

items. Also useful if you need

walking & exploring.

Having cash in hand helps!

Avoid Farmacias Similares.

to wash garments in the sink.

SHOPPING
BAG

SUN HAT OR
BALL CAP

necessary for shopping

extra sun protection

Many shops & grocery stores

Protect your face from the

do not provide bags for your

harsh rays of the sun. You may

purchases. Bringing your own

also want something that

also helps the environment.

protects your neck.

